Liquid Notes For Ableton Live. Virtually A PlugIn.
Reshape your MIDI clips in Ableton Live with the intelligent songwriting assistant for
editing of complex harmonic progressions.
Vienna, Austria  February 25, 2014. Ableton Live has become the DAW of choice for many makers of

electronic music. Its vast array of sets and simple, yet powerful user interface and audio / MIDI capabilities,
has shaped an entire generation of musicians, DJs, composers, and songwriters in producing a great many
songs. Yet, as the musical world continues to be 'flooded' by tunes that sound all to similar there is one tool
that is yet to exist. A software that can analyze your music, break down each individual instrument of your
song, and providing you the musician with an exorbitant amount of ways to steer your song, to bring out a
whole new level of possibilities. Now there is, and it plugs directly into Ableton Live: Liquid Notes for Live.
Liquid Notes for Live is a powerful intelligent songwriting assistant for editing of complex harmonic
progressions directly in Ableton Live:
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Deep harmonic analysis of your piece
Drop down tab to change the chords of your song for all tracks of an arrangement in an instant,
as well as being able to hear the change in real time
Slider function to change the cadence of the chords
Ability to change the tensions of your chords
Plug and play with Ableton Live (via Max for Live)
Piano roll and full instrumentation presented in easy to see color dynamic, that lists all the
instruments of your piece. The clear piano roll also provides the musician a realtime view of how
the changes made in the music take place throughout the piece
Play live flawlessly with Liquid Notes for Live. Play a wrong note and Liquid Notes for Live will
correct it to the closest alternative
Compatible with both Windows and Mac OS X

Liquid Notes for Live is available for the reduced price of €69/$69 until March 16, 2013, using coupon code
LNLIVE14 at checkout on www.recompose.com. A 20day free trial is included in the full version of the
software.
Liquid Notes for Live is "the major technical & musical advance in years. It helps you achieve "Tonmeister"
level music theory knowledge, coupled with harmonic musical mastery, in zero time. The software enables
producers of all levels of expertise reach totally new levels of MIDI manipulation, chord progression /
songwriting ability and much much more." (Ally Mac  Discoworx, 2014)
Videos & Screenshots:
Screenshots: http://www.recompose.com/downloads/press/LN4live_1.0_screenshots.zip
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0zqvr2shB4
About ReCompose
ReCompose develops pioneering methods and technologies for digital music production and an
optimal experience of music. Our software makes music fully interactive, where all elements of a
music composition can be recomposed or rearranged in real time through sensor or human input. This
leads to the development of intelligent tools for music composers and producers that help them get
new and complex musical ideas (i.e. melodies, chords and harmony, accompaniments, etc.), deliver
these ideas fast, and optimize the impact of music.
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